Replica exchange statistical temperature molecular dynamics algorithm.
The replica exchange statistical temperature molecular dynamics (RESTMD) algorithm is presented, designed to alleviate an extensive increase of the number of replicas required as system size increases in the conventional temperature replica exchange method (tREM), and to obtain improved sampling in individual replicas. RESTMD optimally integrates multiple STMD (Phys. Rev. Lett. 2006, 97, 050601) runs with replica exchanges, giving rise to a flat energy sampling in each replica with a self-adjusting weight determination. The expanded flat energy dynamic sampling range allows the use of significantly fewer STMD replicas while maintaining the desired acceptance probability for replica exchanges. The computational advantages of RESTMD over conventional REM and single-replica STMD are explicitly demonstrated with an application to a coarse-grained protein model. The effect of two different kinetic temperature control schemes on the sampling efficiency is explored for diverse simulation conditions.